Unearthing
Exceptional Talent.
Managed workforce solutions for
mining, civil and construction.

uniteresourcing.com.au

Unite - where talent
and opportunity meet.
A leading labour hire and recruitment company specialising in the
mining, civil and construction industries, Unite Resourcing unearth
and deliver a managed mobile workforce to help your business thrive.
With a vast and engaged network of blue and white collar candidates, we manage the
entire resourcing pipeline—from screening and interviewing, training and inductions,
medicals and tickets, to payroll and ongoing administrative support—taking the hassle
out of workforce management and enabling you to get on with what you do best:
delivering critical projects.
Ultimately what defines Unite Resourcing is our approach to people. Founded with a
focus on the ‘long game’, relationship-based recruitment, we invest in our people—
taking the time to assess their skills, provide ongoing development opportunities, and
matching them to projects that offer a mutually beneficial experience for both parties.
With offices on the east and west coasts of Australia, we guarantee a local footprint,
rapid placement capability and personalised support to put the right hands on deck
where you need them most.

We dig deep to find the perfect candidate
With a specialist team of recruiters who’ve held senior roles within the mining, construction and
engineering sectors, we pride ourselves on our comprehensive industry knowledge and genuine
‘above and beyond’ care factor that leads to the best outcomes for our clients.
We maintain your high standards and reputation throughout our attraction and retention
programs, working as an extension of your business and taking personal responsibility for
delivery of operational and safety KPIs.

Mining

Oil & Gas

Interior & Fit Out

Engineering

Civil Construction

Commercial Construction

Shutdowns

Road Surfacing
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The Unite Difference - a superior
approach for sustained growth.
Vast database of highly
skilled blue and white
collar candidates

Flexible solutions including
managed, permanent and
specialist recruitment

Rapidly scale resources from an
entire project workforce to fulfilling
a specialist technical role, we help
balance project costs

We are future focused,
building relationships
for the long-term

Safety leadership underpins
all our actions and is
embedded in our culture

Independently owned
and headquartered in
Western Australia

Attractive incentives including
weekly payroll, personalised
HR, and ongoing training

We’re on hand 24/7 to
respond to queries and
emergencies

Safety-first approach
unlocks greater efficiency
Archetypal of our ‘people-first’ ethos, at Unite Resourcing, health,
safety, and environment (HSE) policies are deeply embedded in our
business culture and at the forefront of our approach to recruitment.
With dedicated HSE professionals on staff comprising decades of
expertise within the Construction, Mining and Oil & Gas sectors, we
foster a culture where safety is paramount—providing comprehensive
and ongoing training to ensure all candidates are compliant with
safety legislation and exceed clients’ expectations before they
commence work. At a minimum, our HSE training process includes:
Comprehensive medicals to assess fitness and minimise impairment hazards
Industry-specific HSE training during onboarding, in accordance with relevant safety legislation
Regular site-inspections from Unite HSE staff to monitor compliance

Strong partnerships, unmatched reputation
Working with leading blue-chip organisations across the mining, construction and
engineering industries, our specialist consultants are deeply networked within their fields
of speciality—keeping their fingers on the pulse of their vertical markets to deliver top-tier,
quality candidates that address strategic priorities.

Ready to power-up your
workforce? Talk to us
E info@uniteresourcing.com.au
T +61 8 6389 2110

Western Australia

Victoria

Unit 8, 4 Harper Terrace

Suite 616, 434 St Kilda Road

South Perth, WA 6151

Melbourne, VIC 3004
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